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Who doesn't enjoy comfort?

Let's face facts. It's FUN to be comfortable — particularly if you've been through the
wringer of work or school and are pining away for that light at the end of the tunnel,
and then once you reach it ... ahhhhh. Blissful comfort!

But there can be a downside to seeking after comfort. Sometimes we do so in order to
continually maximize it, as if that's the FINAL GOAL or the concluding payoff for all our
labors. But in this life, once we reach comfort, a lot of times it gets ... well ... boring!
Unfulfilling, even. We imagined that a life filled with never-ending comfort must be
amazing, and it likely will be for little while. However, we'll also likely find that when our
comfort reaches a certain point, our desire for it subsides. And then suddenly our
discontent returns. Ugh!

On Sunday Pastor Scott brought us through seemingly opposite states of being:
Comfort versus fruitfulness. And what an eye-opener it was!

In our study together we covered the first two verses of Nehemiah 11 ... and then
jumped ahead to the last several verses of Nehemiah 12. In chapter 11, a certain
number of Nehemiah's people volunteered to live in Jerusalem, and others cast lots to
live there. This event represents the idea of choosing fruitfulness over comfort — by
living with a mindset that this world and our lives upon it aren't permanent prospects.
Instead we all must hold on loosely to the worldly things that take up our focus day to
day, acknowledge the Lord's permanence, and always let him know that we're at his
disposal moment by moment.

Pastor Scott used another really interesting illustration to convey this idea — pulling up
our tent pegs! Now that's impermanence, for sure. We live in solid structures, not tents,
right? But such devotion to God's calling means you don't know where the Lord will
lead you since you're truly willing to move on and pull up stakes for his purposes at a
moment's notice. But also doing so means we also can become fruitful! Indeed, that's



when amazing things can happen — if we just get out of the way and let them happen
— and that's exactly what marked Nehemiah's people in Jerusalem.

As we moved on to the end of chapter 12, we saw Nehemiah's people preparing for a
celebration in relation to the completion of the wall. They took part in music and singing
and exulting in the glory of God and what he brought them through. But this isn't just
singing and playing instruments for sake of doing so — no, this was primarily about
worshiping God!

Pastor Scott introduced another cool illustration here, telling us that entering into
worship fueled by music and singing gives us the chance to connect 24/7 with God in a
way that bypasses all the tiresome distractions of life. Music and singing just has that
effect on us — isn't it great that God created it?

The other wonderful thing about worship and music and singing to the Lord is that it
can be a big part of our fruitfulness! How? Well, Pastor Scott emphasized that if we
abandon ourselves to the Lord's leading as well as the pleasure that only God can give
us, that is an attractive thing. Others will notice! "Why are those crazy Christians so
happy? What are they singing about? What's going on in their lives that they always
seem to be in that state?" (Sounds a little bit like a scene out of Heaven, eh?) And
maybe — just maybe — our worship will bring others to the Lord as they naturally
desire the same thing.

When we make daily choices of fruitfulness over comfort, God will direct us and
provide chances for us to sacrifice our time, our attention, and let go of our schedules
so we can help that person in need at a moment's notice. It's about staying flexible but
above all a continual emptying of our goals and plans ... and trusting that God will
show us what HIS plans are for us.

The bottom line is that when we choose fruitfulness over comfort, the Lord not only will
work his power through our lives, drawing others to himself, but also he will be
strengthen and indeed give comfort and rest and peace to us as only HE can —
perfectly!

So let us dispense with that wimpy, frail, faulty comfort so many of us strive after,
thinking it will fulfill us. Instead let us trust that God will give us his bounty, which has
no equal and requires no effort or striving on our part.



Therefore ask yourself this day how God wants you to move, how he wants you to be
fruitful, in what manner he wants you to put away the desire for comfort — knowing
you'll receive an indescribable comfort from the One who longs to commune forever
with each one of us.


